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Day! April 22, 1~70. It was the end ofa decade-the turbulent '60s.
, \

Itwas a day young people around the world,tried to tell adults that they-were living

.as if there were no tomorrow. People werefouling the earth with nuclear wastes,

sewage, garbage, pesticides, plastics, and polluted skies. Earth Day carried

desperate doomsday messages of frustration, anger, and impatience about

environmental degradation.

Earth Day was also the beginning of a decade. As such, the Earth Day

messages carried a sense of hope for the future. There was hope th;:tt we could

change our indifferent, polluting lifestyles.

On April 22, 1990, we observe the 20th anniversary ofEarth Day. How far

have we come since then? Did Earth Day really make a difference? Or was Earth

Day just a one-time '60s-era "happening" like Woodstock?

It has become apparent that Earth Day was, indeed, a pivotal day in along

evolution of attitudes, ethics, and actions about land stewardship.

Early Mediterranean civilizations like the Roman Empire helped

shape both European and American culture-like our legal system based

on Roman law. Unfortunately, the Romans flunked natural resource con

servation. In the third century, the Christian Tertullian wrote of Italy:

"All places are now accessible '" all open to commerce ... cultivated fields

have subdued forests; flocks and herds have expelled wild beasts ...

marshes are drained....Everywhere are houses, and inhabitants, and

settled go\(ernments, and civilized life. What most frequently meets the

view is our teeming population; our numbers are burdensome to the world."

Somehow traditional historians seem to have missed the point that the fall

~ of th~ Roman Empire may have been integrally related to the misuse and

destruction of their natural resource base.

Nearly 1,500 years later, someone noticed. George Perkins Marsh was a

brilliant American statesman and scholar who might well be 'considered the

nation's first Caucasian environmentalist. He carefully observed the changes that



people caused in the forested regions of his native New England. Later, he saw

human.!caused changes in the natural environments of other regions of the

world. During his distinguished career, he served as a lawyer, member of

Congress, and minister to Turkey and Italy. In 1864, when in his '60s, he wrote

a monumental book titled "Man and Nature; or Physical Geography as Modified

byHuman Action."

Marsh recognized that several older civilizations declined as they de

stroyed their woodlands and watersheds. At that time, America was young and

most people were busy killing, cutting, and otherwise using up the apparently

unlimited natural resources. Marsh recognized that Americans were treating the

land just like Mediterranean civilizations had. His arguments were powe~ful,but

few listened.

Another early voice for American conservation was Gifford Pinchot,

the nation's first federalforester. In 1907, he helped transform the complex

message of Marsh into a concept of stewardship that was easy for all to

understand:

\

''' ...the use of the natural resources for the greatest good of the greatest

number for the longest time."

The word coined to describe this concept was "conservation." It was·

derived from the word conservancies, which described large areas of well

managed government forest lands in British India. The word and conceptwere
/

proposed to President Theodore Roosevelt. He immediately embraced the idea

and became the most outspoken and outstanding presidential conservation

advocate the nation has ever known.

Teddy Roosevelt is also credited with recognizing the differences between

"renewable" resources and "non-renewable" resources. Renewable resources

include wildlife, forests, air, waters, and soil. These resources are able to renew

themselves through natural processes, even though they may be used by humans.

Non-renewable resources are those created over such long geologic periods that,

once used, they are gone. Examples are oil, coal, and natur~l gas.



The next major step towards Earth Day was the development of game

management by people, including Aida Leopold and Durward Allen. Their

writings provided a cornerstone for the development of the art and science of

wildlife management: Game Management by Leopold and Our Wildlife Legacy by

Allen.

Subsequent essays by Leopold w~re published in 1949 in A Sand County

Almanac. One essay in particular has provided inspiration towards better

stewardship of the earth: "The Land Ethic." Leopold proposed the creation of

a new American ethic to govern the relationship between humans and the land.

Formerly, Americans regar<led the land solely as property to be bought,

sold, used, or abused. That arrogant attitude was resulting in the gross destruc

tion and degradation of the earth's resources. Leopold proposed that we must

extend the scope of human ethics and responsible actions beyond how people

interact with each other and among human society as a w~ole. We must extend

ethics to the "land," including the other wild living plants and wildlife, soil,

forests, waters, and air that collectively comprise our environment. If we see

humans ~s members o(a natural community of interdepen~

dent parts, itwill change our actions about how we treat those

other parts.

One of the greatest revelations about the land ethic

conceptwas that it already existed when the United Stateswas

settled by Europeans! 'It already existed among Indian cul

'tures, but European settlers ignored Indian wisdom and had .

to spend more than 200 years rediscovering the land ethic

concept.

The most profound, stirring expression of the land ethic concept among

Indians was probably by Chief Seathl in the 1850s. The U.S. government was

trying to convince native Americans in the Washington Territory to sell 2 million

acres ofland for $150,000. Chief~eathlwas the leader of the Puget Sound tribes.

Following are some excerpts from his respo?se to the President of the United

States:

"How can you buy or sell the sky, the warmth of the land. The idea is strange
I



to us. If wedo not own the freshness' of the air and the sparkle.df the water, how

can you buy them ... this beautiful earth ... is the mother of the red man. We are

part of the earth and it is part of us. The perfumed flowers are our sister; the

deer, the.horse, the great eagle, these are our brothers ... all belong,tothe same

family.

"This shining water that moves in the strearns and rivers is not just water but the

blood of our ancestors. If we sell you land, you must remember that it is sacred,

and you m_ust teach your children that it is sacred....

"The rivers carry our canoes, andfeed our children. If we sell our land,.you must

remember, and te?ch your children, that the rivers are our brothers.

"The air is precious to the red man; fo~ all things share the same breath-the

beast, the tree, the man, t~ey all share the same breath ... the air sharesits spirit

with all life it supports...:And if we sell you our land, you must keep it apart and

sacred, as aplace where even the white man can go to taste the wind that is
\

sweetened' by the'meado~'s flowers ....

"The white man must treat the beasts of this land as his

brothers...What is man without the beasts? If all the beasts

: were gorie, men would die from agreat loneliness of spirit.

For whatever happens to the beasts, soon happens to man.

All things are connected.

"You must teach your children that the ground beneath their

feet is the ashes of our grandfathers. So that they will

respect the land, tell'your children that the earth is rich with the lives of our kin.

Teach your children what we have taught our children, that the earth is our

mother. Whatever befalls the earth befalls the sons of the earth ....

'''The earth does not bel00g to man; man belongs to the earth. All things are

connected like the blood which unites afamily.



i,

/ "Man didnotweave the weboflife ihe is merely astraridin

to,theweb, he doestd himself}'

D.C;

Unfortunately; Chief Seathl's wisdom; was larQ'eJlv unn.otilced

It is' still not ,apparent that Chief Seathl's message has

,Nearly 90 years after GhiefSeathl wrote those

book; Marsh's bookwas used as the catalystfqrthe 1955 int.e).'llatiOll,al syrnposilllrn,

"Man IS Role i'nChanging the Face of the' Earth."

p'pesentations by some of the most brilliant scholars on

;ra'phers; biologists,. ge0graphers,anthropolbgists,' pale<)llI~olo~ist:s, ethll0Jlo12~lst.s,

'and archaeologists. Casestqdies'documented how ,the

by its careless'human inhabitants.

was ;slowlybuilding. '

In'1962" .distinguished manne biologist

Rachel Carson published Silent Spring, a· book that

helped stun the,nation,into environJ:!lental consciousness. The

book dramatically explained how human$,--:-particularly since

. ,the 1940s-,-had begun to introduce radioacti~ewastes,chemi-

cal pesticides, herbicides, and other deadly pollutants into the

environment. Technology had hastened the processes of
,,:pqllution .ap.dex:tin~tion.

, TlJ,e,pe~ticide DDTwas the culprit that helped Car:Soll~s

! b()okbe,co~e:anational best seller. T~?ipesticidecauseddra

rJ;rlaticpqPMlat~on.,ded~ne~,ip.peregripefalcons, brown pelicans,osPfeys, andin

'om,~latiQJ,141pird,thebaldeagle(Until then, the emergenceofanec()logicalcon

science had~adeirv;pads qnaGaqemia. Now itwas reachi~gth?nation'scitizens.

! ! ,wp,enthe balq; eaglebccaPle.an endangered spe<.:ies, itwas tlJ,e llltimate

ins,u~pv1'()ughtQy,,~e~hnologyon,ournation. Ifwe were c~reles$enoughtoallo",

,Q,llrna~i()n!11symb()Lto,qc<.:p);l1eendangered, the outlookwashleakfor other

;~pec;ies•• G<;mcet;1). fpr .e;1g1es ,an.clother endangered species like the timberwolf
~' . , . .

resulted in passage of the federal Endangered Species Preservation Act of 1966.



In 1965, the Conservation Foundation organized a conference, in Wash"

. ington, D.C., titled "Future Environments of North America." The conference

was essentially a lO"year update on the symp~sium that was held in 1955. It again

revalidated Marsh's conclusion about the ability of humans to change the face of

the earth~generallyforthe worse. The significance of that conference was that

it brought together more than 40 scholars from diverse, professions""""wildlife

biologists, demographer~, economists, sociologists, regional planners, and pub"

lie policy speciaJists""""t() discuss common environmental problems. They were

.beginning to realize that they had somethi~g in common: ecology;

The next major advan,ce towards Earth Day was the emergence of llec6l"

ogy" aS,a science relevant to everyone. Ecology is the study of the relationship

between living organisms and"their environment. It bec;ame a household word

during the '60s, thanks to the work of scientists like Dr. Eugene P. Odum at the

Unive,rsity of Georgia. Ecolog'Y became a window that allowed us to look into

nature and understand natural processesi a window to look into the past anti

understand how we had polluted our wOrldi a window that gave usa

grim look into the future. It was a bleak future if we did not clean up

our polluting ways and our lack of land stewardship.

The beauty of ecology is that it provides relatively simple guide"

lines that i'elate to our environl!lt:t!t and our lifestyles.

,
1. Resources are limited.

2 R'~sources In nature are recycled. (In nature there Is no garbage.)

3. Everything In nature Is Interconnected.

4. Preservation of biological diversity Is Important.

5. .Populations of people and other living things are limited In

number to ,a carrying capacity.

6. Natural communities, I{dlsrupted by fire or other factors, c,an

redevelop through processes of "succession" toward the orlgln!;\1 '

community condition. (Natural communities can "heal" their

human"caused "wounds" If given the chance.)



The nextword that left an indelibleimprint on sensitized American minds

during the '60s was "diversity." It was also referred to as species diversity,
. .

biological diversity, or biodiversity. Raymond Dasmann, a' distinguished biologist

who once taught at the University of Minnesota at Duluth, published A Different

Kind ofCount-ly in 1968.' The book is an eloquent plea for diversity; the preserva

tior~ of natural diversity and the creation of human-made diversity. It was a plea

that current trends toward single species environr~ents (monocultures) milst be

changed; the world must pre~erve the greatest possible human and natural

variety.

Ecologist Paul Erlich also created ecological tidal waves with the publica

tion of The Population Bomb in 1968. He stated.that the earth has a biological limit

(carrying capacity) to the number of people that can survive. Erlich stated that

we can only resolve the rest of the earth's problems if we first bring the number

of people in balance with the earth's resources.

Other significant ecological writings during this era were the essay

"Tragedy of the Commons" by Garrett Hardin, and the book Our Plundered Planet

by Fairfield Osbourne. The book by O~bournewas actually written in the 1940s

but was not widely recognized or appreciated until the 1960s.

The last major event of the '60s that set the stage for Earth Day was the

memorable voyage of Apollo 11 to the moon in July of ~969..Until then, our

visions of the earth were generally limited to an eye-level perspective 'only 5 or 6

feet above the' earth's surface. Our view of the earth was one of unlimited

horizons. Ifwe used up or polluted the resources in One place, we couldjustmove

to another place and start over. In the mid-'60s, Stewart Brand, a hippie and

former biologist, asked the question, "Why haven't we seen a photograph of the

whole Earth yet?" The Apollo mission provided that stunning view of the Earth

for millions of people to see.

, There she was. Earth. A beautiful blu~ living sph,ere. There were no more

unlimited horizons. The Earth was a living spac,eship in its own right,with its own

ecologicallife-suPPQrt system.

Now everybody knew it. We realized that we were all travelers in space,

sharing common en~ronmentalproblems across city, county, state, national, and



international boundaries. ,And we could now see that resources were definitely

limited.

Astronaut Ed Mit~hell, one of 12 astronauts who have walked on the

moon, said that this .new perspective of the earth could tie the greatest spin-off

benefit of the NASA space program. Mitchell said, "It could save the planet from

destruction." Mitchell and other astronauts who have seen tpe earth

- from outer space have arrived independently at three philosophical '

conclusions:

1. The Earth is intensely alive and int~rccnnected.

2. The Earth is aworld without boundaries.

3. -The Earth is threatened by pollution and local politics.

These attitudes helped contribute to the development of the Gaia

Hypothesis by James Lovelock. Gaia was the mythological Earth Mother Of the

~ncientGreeks. Somehow the concept of Mother Earth see~ed to fit. Lovelock

proposed' a hypothesis that Earth, or' at least all life collectively on Earth,

resembles a single biological organism with the intelligence (ability) to regulate

its own biosphere. Humans have greatly disrupted this self regulating function.

One significant aspect of the Gaia Hypothe'sis is that it is an example of "global

vision" that is vital to our future.

11 of the events previously mentioned kindled a national outpouring of ,

concern about what we were doing to the Earth', and led to an event called Earth

'Day. People across the nation and around the world attended lectures, partici

pated in demonstrations, collected litter, created publicdisplays, and pointed

fingers at industrial polluters. Many doomsday predictions were 'made, but there



were also alternatives offered to our polluting lifestyles. Earth Day was also a day

for children, because the focus wa~ on the kind of world we were creating for'

them. Earth Day contained an essence ofhope thatwe could adopt ~~lf-sustaining
\

lifestyles before it was too late.

One of the most memorable items from Earth Day was the Pogo cartoon

. that contained the expression, 'We h';l.Ve met the enemy and he is us!" That'

statement charaCterized the sour'ce of our environmental problems: us:' We are

each responsible for the lifestyles we lead;. Our current lifestyles are tainted ~ith

an abundance of bad habits that contribute to the Earth's pollutio:rl.

Earth Day was the day that consumers realized that they could personally

help save the Earth.

As the concept of conservation had evolved during the' 20th century,

conservation education efforts were initially directed toward obvious resource

users such as loggers, farmers, miners, hunters, and

fishermen. These people were considered "consump

tive" natural resource users. People who were ,not

directly involved in cutting, killing, or otherwise harVest

ing natural resources were called "nonconsumptive"

'users.

Earth Daydestr9yed that concept. As Don "Duck

Man" HeImeke from Minneapolis has pointed out,

there are no nonconsumptive resource users. We are ali

consumptive resource users, every time we turn on a

light, eat a steak, drink coffee in a styrofoam cup, 01: drive a car, we are using

consu.ming -resources. In other words, we have met the enemy and he is us.

What we really have are users who care and users who don't cafe. Earth

Day was a dramatic effort to reach millions of USers who didn't care-citizens,

politicians, and corporation executives. Itwfls an effo}'t to tell them that there are

many reasonable ways to improve our lifestyles by using ecologically sound tech

niques that contribute to sustainable life on earth.



April 22, 1990, we observe the 20th anniversary of that first Earth Day.

How much progress has society made during that 20-year period? Human over

population, acid precipitation, groun~water pollution, nuclear w~stes, toxic

wastes, soil erosion, rain forest destruction, and ocean pollution continue to-

make the headlines. These problems still create feelings of frustration, impa

tience, and pessimism.

We have made progress, however. Several endangered species such as

bald eagles, ospreys, pereg~ine falcons, and brown pelicans have staged dramatic

com~backs as "hard" pesticides have been banned.

Politically powerful Green Parties have emerged in Europe to advocate·

environmentally responsible government policies and actions.

During his presidential campaign, George Bush declared, "I am an

environmentalist." This statement presented a dramatic contrast to previous

I administrations.

There is new con~ernabout human health as a factor related to envirqn

mental quality. Expanding interest in personal health and fitness, and concerns

about how pollution affects human health, make it easier for people to under

stand that we must preserve the health and fitness of our environment.

There have been amultitude ofeducational nature and wildlife programs

produced for television. The LivingPlanet, for ,example, is an outstanding nature

series tI:at fosters greater understanding and concern for the earth. Programs on

whales, sharks, gorillas, wolves, tigers, bears, and many other species have also

helped nurture appreciation for species that were previously feared, misunder

stood, or perceived only as varmints to be killed on sight. Enyironmental

education programs like ProjectWILD and Pro)ect Learning Tree have also be~n

implemented across the nation.

Another dramatic development during the past 20 years has been the

creation of state nongame wildlife programs, natural heritage programs, and

scientific and natural areas programs. These three new types of programs have

initiated recovery and management projects for endangered species and also for

nongame species. These programs have as their goal the preservation ofbiodiver-



sity, and they are growing rapidly in public support and in funding.

Within Minnesota, significl1n t environmental developments have in·

duded. establishment of a state water bank program;· Conserva~ion Reserve

Program, the Minnesota Environ1t}ental Education Board, prairie management

specialist, ~he Raptor Center at the University of Minnesota; International Wolf

Center, Reinvest In Mlnnesotaprogram, Nongame Wildlife Checkoff, und the

Environment and Natural Resources Trust Fund. -

Another important development during the past 20 years has been the

recogtiition of the multiple values ofwetlands~marshes, swamps and estuaries.

. Formerlyregarded as wastelands to be destroyed and converted to "productive"

uses, wetlands are now valued for their multiple ecological fU11ctiofiS, inc~uding

flood control, water quality, soil conservation, fish aJ;1d wildlife production; and

natural beauty. Private, state; andnutionul programs have been undertaken to

save and restore wetlands. Minnesota has been a l~ader in the wetland preserva";

tion effort.

During the last 20 years, lead has be~n recog

nized for what it really is=-a poison. Lead has been

removed from paint and gasoline; and lead shotgun

pellets will be banned nationwide for waterfowl hunt

ing by 1'991.

Asbestos has also been iderltified as a major

contamimmt. It is no 16nger being dumped into Lake

Superior and has been d,eleted from the composition

of building products,
,

State and federal pollution control agencies

and envit'0111nental protection agencies· have been

. created and are directed to serve as environmental watchdogs to restrict or

prevent pollution.

We have seen the emergence of new, specialized conservation groups.,

Many are dedic~ted to species like the timber wolf; coi111n01'1 loon, bald eagle,

eastern bluebird, purple martin, kestrel, ruffed grouse; trumpeter swan, prairie
I

chicken; pheasant, deer; sharp-tailed grouse, bobwhite quail, and wild turkey.

There has also been growing support for older conservation groups like the Na-



tionalAudubbni Society, National Wildlife Federation,The N<j.ture Conservancy,

the Sierra Club,' and Defenders ofWildlife. ' 'These groups have shown impressive

political sophisticatioh in attacking ecological'problemsinthepolHical arena.

In addition to thesegroups,'we ha{reseen the creation of groups like the

Windstar Foundatiol1~foun<;ledbyJOhn Denver) and the Better World Society.

Theseenviron:mentallyinspired, group's al~e haVing a :Pro.fOund influence on

,helping shape iour future! ' ••••.• '.. •..•. '

The commitrnent to clean up our planet has been. renewed several times

, during the' ,past 20 years by major erivironmental disasters:thenueJear power

accident atThree Mile Island in New York, the toxicwasted~lllPdisaster at Times

Reach in Missouri; theChernobyl 'nuclearmeltdown'in Russia, the Exxon Valdez

, oil spilHn Ala'ska, th'e murder' dfdih fotestadvocateFrancisco Mendez

Filhb in'Rt<izil, 'ahd the ~l:aughter 'of elephants. and ~hinoceroses in

AIrica.

These disasters point out that even though we have made pro'g

ress, We still have a long way togo. And time becomes an increasingly

morecritit'a1 'faCtor as decisions to clean up our environment are,

delayed. W~ have seen environmental consciousness first transferred

from acaderriia to consumers.' During the last few years we have seen

environme'ntal consciousness transferred from consumers to some

i politicians.

Erlvitohrhental problems are still pressing, however. Here are

sortie examples:

I 'i i ,':1 i.,';

,More than 11 percent of the. wm1q's, ~,QOO

,danger of ,el,<ti,nctiQ81 "

Abqut ,30P,000 tOI450~OQO?cr!eS.Qf e,cplogically valu!ablE~,WEitlands

wete d~st~qy~q ,in th~ ,Vnited i$tf1te~Un j 988.



/

About 40 percent of the nation's wetlands that still remain are severely

contaminated.

• . Burning of fossil fuels added 20 billion tons of carbon dioxide to the atmos

phere in 1988.

.The United States produces 18 tons of carbon dioxide for every person in

the country every year.

Carbon dioxide contributes to the greenhouse effect and possibly cata- .

strophic global warming. ,

Air pollution in'Mexico City is now causing serious acid precipitation in the

rain forests of Mexico and Central America.

Tropical rain forests, which comprise only 6percent of the earth's surface,

contain at least 50 percent of the world's species. Rain forests are disap

pe~ring at the frightening rate of about 55 acres per minl,lte.

About 4,000 species are becoming extinct every year, some before they are

even named by scientists.

Many of the world's ocean fisheries,resources ?re being exploited like those

of George's Bank off the coast of Rhode Island.

The United States is the largest consumer of'paper in the world, using 67, r I

million tons per year, which is 600 pounds' per person. Most of the paper is

not recycled.
, '

Most plastic products are not biodegradable. Even biodegradable-plastics

are environmental pollutants that do not break down into basic compounds:

They only break down into smaller piec'es of plastic.

About 2 million sea birds and i 00,000 marine mammals die every year

after eating plastic or becom,ing tangled in plastic debris,

what do the next 20 years hold for us-and the earth? I believe the key

word will be "convergence." This is a concept proposed by Spencer Beebe, the

,vice president for i'esources of Conservation International.

Convergence means that the key to achieving. long-term sustainable



existence on Earth is for social, political, economic, alld ecological interests to

pool their collective wisdom and resources to attain sustainable social, cultural,

and economic lifestyles that preserve biological diversity through ecosystem level

J?anagement.

, New heights ofii1ternational cooperation will be necessary. Economists,

ecorogists, and politicians will need to talk with each other and not at each other.

Finally, the world's corporate interests must become committed and involved.

We must all cooperate to put the costs of preserving a healthy Earth up'

front in our consumer costs and at the top of our tax revenue priorities. That still

allows for free enterprise and profit margins in the corporate world.

We may even find a profound relationship possible between peace on

Earth and peace with. nature. Former Costa Rican President Daniel Oduber

Quiros was given the Albert Schweitzer Award in 1976. His acceptance speech

included the following comments:

"Our respect for our people today extends to future generations and our respect

for diversity within human society extends to adesire to maintain and preserve

the diversity of nature.... ..

"This is why Costa Rica firmly and emphatically rejects the view that preserva

tion of the natural environment is a concern qf the privileged and wealthy

nations, a~d aluxury which poor and developing countries cannot afford. We

are a'developing nation, and yet we see the preservation and protection of the '

natural environment as vital to our country.

"Conversely, Ibelieve that where nations have shown little or no respect for the

environment ... human relations inside those nations are also likely to be

characterized by a lack of respect for individuals and for human rights ....

"We need no violence against people or nature in order to develop our country

and defeat poverty."



It is fascinating how all of these ide<;ts essentially ~al1date the original

phi,losophy of Chief Seatlll: "We are part of the Earth; all things are connected;.

respect the land; the Earth is our r:1other; the Earth does not belong to man

man belongs to the Earth; whatever befalls the Earth befalls the 'sons of the Earth."
I

With this enlighten_ed attitude, we can face the next 20 years with the

optimism that we can bring about changesfor the better. Following are some

changes that I predict will occur:

Technology will be used to develop biodegradable, recyclable products, with

declining dependence on solid waste disposal and the creation of toxic

wastes. We will either phase out internal combustion engines for passenger

cars, or improve our mileage to at least 100 miles per gallon. .

The word "garbage" will become obsolete. Everything Will be reused or

recycled.

We will include the right to aclean, healthy, diverse environment in our Bill

of Rights.

'We will seek consumer-supported taxation to pay the costs of cleaning up

and maintaining a healthy environment. We will take pride in a healthy

environment.

We will see adoption of environmental ethics by more politicians.

We "will see adoption of environmental ethics by" more corporations and in

corporate decision-making processes. We will see massive global efforts to

save and restore the Earth's air, rain forests, and oceans.

There will be significant progress to reduce acid precipitation.

We will see the addition of staff ecologists to city, county, state, and federal .

levels of government and industry to incorporate ecology into routine

decision-making processes.

There will be more emphasis on resource management by ecosystem,

natural community, watershed, or airshed. There will be less emphasis on

single species management~

There will be intensified efforts to reduce the presence and detrimental effects

of exotic (non-native) plant and animal species.



There will be intensified efforts to save endangered species, endangered

natural communities,and remaining indigenous human cultures.

We will see the establishment of natural biological diversity (biodiversity) as a

major criteria by which we judge the success of our environmental protection

efforts.

There will.be major shifts in our patterns of wildlife and nature-related recrea

tion. More emphasis on nature activities such as camping, backpacking,

canoeing, wildlife photography, ecotourism, and wildlife observation. The

level of participation in these activities will increase significantly.

Whether or not we achieve major breakthroughs in cleaning up our

environment in the next 20 years depends on you as a votel~ as a consumel~ and as

an environmental organization member. You have the power and influence to change

the face of the earth from a frown to a smile! As a voter, you can vote for politicians

who are sincerely committed to a. clean, healthy,environment. Let p'oliticians

lznow your position on legislative issues that affect the ,environment. Contact

legislators and encourage them to support responsible environmental legisla

tion. When politicians support progressive environmental legislation, don't

forget to thank them!

You can also exert great influence for the Earth as a consumer.

Learn how your daily actions and decisions can limit pollution of the Earth.

Buy environmentally sound products.

Reduce your dependence on plastic and styrofoam products.

Recycle your household wastes.

Learn how to make your home energy efficient.

Car pool.

Use consumer products from companies that are environmentally responsible.

Use public transportation when possible.

Buy fuel-efficient cars.



All of these actions send'a deafening message to industry. Their goods

and services will eventually reflect what people like you want.

You can also make a difference for the future by "shopping" for conser

vation and environmental organizations that reflect your attitudes tdWard the

environment. Look for-groups that are objective, professional, effective, and that

promote their causes through active, responsible lobbying efforts. Then join

them and support t~em as much as you can. They can help ·ensure that your

interests are being heard at state and national levels. You' can help ensure that

Chief Seathl's message will finally reach Washington, D.C., within the next 20

years.

You can make a difference for the

future! You are the person who will

help determine wh~ther the 40th

anniversary of Earth Day on April 22,

2010, will be acelebration of the Earth

-or a memorial service.
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